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This paper describes the Urban Mass Transportation Administration station 
simulation package-a model for evaluating transit station designs to deter
mine whether a given layout achieves the design objectives of providing enough 
space for pedestrian movement, providing enough service facilities, and con
necting these areas and facilities inthe most efficient manner. To determine 
this, the package provides pedestrian occupancy data in all movement and 
queue areas; walk times, time in queue, and total times for specific areas, 
partitions, or the entire length of the station; and distribution of the pre
vious variables for comparison with level-of-service standards. The model 
user converts a station building layout into nodes, links, and areas that rep
resent queue devices ordecision points, pedestrian paths betweenthese de
vices or points, and the area associated with these devices and paths. The 
model simulates the flow of pedestrians along the links that represent the 
station and accumulates appropriate data. 

•TRANSPORTATION system analysts have developed and applied sophisticated 
computer-based system techniques to design transportation systems, but similar tech
niques have generally not been available for the planning associated with pedestrian flow 
through station facilities. Station designers have had to rely on individual judgments or 
basic pedestrian flow-space relationships gathered from stations where problems al
ready have been identified. At present, there are a few analytical design tools for ana
lyzing pedestrian needs at stations on a systematic basis. 

USS is a model that was developed for the Urban Mass Transportation Administration 
{UMTA) to simulate pedestrian flow through the various areas of a transit station. The 
general purpose of USS is to allow transit planners to study the station system before it 
is constructed to predict how it will function. When the final testing, documentation, 
and operation demonstration is completed, USS will become an integral part of the 
UMTA Transportation Planning Systems (UTPS). UTPS is a set of 13 computer pro
grams with documentation to aid transportation planners in planning for urban multi
modal transportation. 

USS was developed in 4 phases-a general system model, detailed technical specifi
cations for the simulation technique, an actual computer code, and acceptance testing. 
This paper is based on the results of the first 3 phases of the project (19, 20). 

ROLE OF USS IN STATION DESIGN 

Design Process 

The physical design problem is a question of how much space or how many facilities 
are needed to meet satisfactorily pedestrian design objectives. The problem is solved 
in a repetitive fashion where a design is proposed and then evaluated against a set of 
objectives to select the optimum design as follows: 

1. Define site constraints; basic architectural standards; and station origin
destination (0-D) statistics including mode, line, headway, and loadings; 

2. Develop design objectives for the station (e.g., level-of-service standards 
for pedestrian occupancy in sq ft per person and waiting time); 
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3. Develop a station layout that appears to meet basic site constraints and design 
objectives; 

4. Evaluate the layout by design objectives; 
5. Refine the layout; 
6. Reevaluate the layout; 
7. Evaluate further and refine as required; and 
8. Select the optimum design. 

USS is an evaluation model that creates a machine-designer interaction-the designer 
makes the basic proposal and the machine provides the evaluation. Future activities 
may be directed toward developing a true design model that would fully automate station 
design. 

Design Objectives 

An early phase in developing USS was to define the station design problem by specific 
design objectives. A review of the literature revealed that, although there were many 
standards and design procedures, there were no universally accepted objectives for 
transit station design. Representatives of the professional planning community observed 
at a station simulation symposium that walking time, waiting time, total time in station, 
space standards per person, and delay times were important variables that should be 
considered to determine design objectives. Fruin further suggested that the overall ob
jectives in planning for pedestrians were safety, security, convenience, continuity, 
comfort, system coherence, and attractiveness (§). 

Based on the results of the symposium and on available literature, the station design 
problem was converted into the following 3 principal objectives for a safe, convenient, 
and comfortable pedestrian environment: 

1. Provide enough space in basic queuing and movement areas; . 
2. Provide enough service facilities (e.g., doors, gates, and stairs); and 
3. Connect these areas and facilities. 

Achieving Design Objectives 

The role of USS in the design process is to generate design data by measuring the 
extent to whicli design objectives are achieved, USS produces 3 basic types of design 
data for a layout submitted for evaluation. 

1. Walking times, time in queue, total in-system times for individuals and an indi
vidual's paths in specific movement areas or the entire station; 

2. Pedestrian occupancy (sq ft per person) in specific areas of the station; and 
3. Distribution of these variables to compare them against design standards or level 

of service standards . 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE USS MODEL 

System Concept 

The station system was envisioned as the activities and facilities within the station 
building plus adjacent transit vehicle loading facilities (Fig. 1). USS can be used to 
evaluate any pedestrian-oriented station facility. The facility could be a small portion 
of a station, such as the fare collection area, or the entire station. USS is not re
stricted to any form of vehicular arrival or departure mode associated with the station. 

System Modeling 

A station system is subdivided into a series of subsystems. In general, each of the 
subsystems is modeled by using links, nodes, and areas that represent the basic func
tional areas of a station as shown in Figure 2. Pedestrian flow areas generally are rep
resented by a link that connects the ends of the area. The ends of the area are repre
sented by nodes that can represent queue devices, decision points, and points where 
arrivals or departures are cr eated or destroyed. 



Figure 1. Transit station concept. 
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Figure 2. Link , node, and area modeling convention. 
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The link-node convention provides the framework for describing all important activ
ities, events, and interactions within any station system. It also provides the user 
flexibility to add or combine links and thereby control the level of detail used to describe 
a station system. The link-node convention also provides the framework to develop ef
ficient data processing techniques because it uses methods already developed in other 
transportation models. And, by laying out the station in terms of functional areas, 
links, and nodes, the user is forced to think through the operation of the station, which 
is an effective and rigorous evaluation tool. 

System Image 

Th~ link-node convention provides the physical description of the station system from 
which the system image is created. The system image is the set of numbers that de
scribes the state of the system at any instant. There is a system image, which includes 
the following information, associated with each link in a station system: 

1. The total number of persons in the area associated with the link; 
2. The number of persons in queue at the downstream node of the link; 
3. The number of persons in movement on a link; and 
4. The pedestrian occupancy (area per person) associated with the movement area 

of the link. 

ACTIVITIES, EVENTS, AND ATTRIBUTES 

The mathematical operations of the simulation model the activities of people and 
vehicles within t he station. The simulation is event oriented; that is, the beginning of 
an event may stop or start an activity (Fig. 3). An event usually triggers a change in 
t he system image or a modification of the changeable attributes of the people in the 
system or both. There are 2 types of attributes of people in the station-changeable and 
unchangeable. Changeable attributes include walk time and time on a link. Unchange
able attributes include origin within the station, destination within the station, whether 
the person is handicapped, and desired walk speed. The accumulation of information 
on the changes of individuals and changes in the system image of links and nodes pro
vides the required data to evaluate any given s tation design. The following sections 
describe some of the more important mathematical operations and processing steps that 
generate data and create the system image. 

Determining Walk Time 

Determining the time an individual spends on a specific link of a system has 2 major 
complications. First, the node at the end of a link usually represents a queuing device 
so there is a high probability that the speed near the end of a link breaks down. Second, 
there is a high probability that the person's speed will be modified by other individuals 
moving in the same direction, people moving in the opposing direction, or people cross
ing the flow. Thus, the actual time on a link is a function of link length, desired walk 
speed, concentration of people in the area of movement, amount of conflicting flows, 
length of the queue, and time in queue. 

Walk time is calculated, by determining the length of the queue when an individual first 
enters a link. Then, this length is subtracted from the total link length, and it is 
assumed that the individual moves along the remaining portion of the link at a speed 
based on the congestion in the movement area. On reaching the end of the queues, the 
individual is inserted into a queued events list to wait to be served. The length of the 
queue is determined by multiplying the length of the designated queue area (supplied by 
the user) by a queue link factor-the ratio of the number in queue to the capacity of the 
designated queue area. 

The difference between an individual's desired walk speed in the free flowing area of 
a link and actual speed is due to other persons sharing the same area. The walk time 
in a corridor is 



where 

(t ) - 60 x 
As 1 - (u )actual 

I 

(tAa) 1 =actual walk time over AB for individual , i, in s ec, and 
(u

1
) actual = walk speed of individual, i, in congestion, in ft/ min (m/ min). 
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The actual walk time of an individual in a specific area of a station is a function of 
the desired walk speed and the ability to maintain this speed. The determination of ac
tual travel time for an individual is thus related to the macroflow characteristics of the 
area being analyzed. The effect of competing flows on the travel times on a specific link 
is based on the absolute number of people in the area associated with the link and the 
desired walk speeds of individuals on the link . . 

Service Time 

The most critical operation in the station system, for effect on the system image , is 
determining service times at a queue device. The congestion created by doors, fare 
collection gates, escalators, corridor constructions, and vehicle doors is of prime im
portance to the station designer. In USS, the service time is described by a service 
time distribution that defines the times between passengers served (interservice times). 
Variation between the interservice times of the service channel and the interarrival 
times creates the queuing environment . 

Jn the simulation model, specifying service time distribution is a user option. The 
negative exponential distribution defines the time relationship between individuals if none 
is supplied by the user. And, in most cases, this assumption will be the best estimate 
of service time distributions. 

Deriving Numerical Values From Distribution Functions 

Numerical values are determined in USS by obtaining a sample from a distribution 
specified by the user or a list of default values in the program. The distributions are 
used by a table lookup procedure or by the inverse form of the theoretical distribution. 
The theoretical distributions to be included initially as user options are the negative ex
ponent, Erlang, where K = 1, and the normal distribution. The derivation of these func
tions can be found in several texts. Jn addition, the algorithm to derive random deviates 
from these distributions is described by Alan et al. (!Q). 

Generation of Arrivals 

Associated with every station system to be simulated is a series of loading bays, 
sidewalks , doorways, or similar devices where people come into and leave the system. 
At the arrival and departure point, a node representing a zone of origin or destination 
will indicate the location of the arrival and departure device. Each of these nodes {also 
called zones) will be connected to a link that will tie the arrival point to the remaining 
portions of the system (Fig. 4). The type of arrival mode will determine the types of 
statistics to be generated . Two major types of nodes are possible-vehicle loading bays 
and walkways-doorways . 

Path Choice 

One of the critical and sophisticated simulation algorithms in USS is the procedure 
for simulating individual path choices. The following items are considered in the path 
choice algorithms: 

1. Station arrival-departure mode and line; 
2. Passenger attributes such as handicaps; 
3. Activities that can be reached on alternate paths ; and 
4. Length of queues where equal alternate paths are available. 

The actual procedure can be thought of as a modified, continuous-parameter, dynamic 
Markov chain (1) where the transition probabilities from node to node within the station 
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are updated dynamically as a function of congestion within the station. The sequential 
computational steps in the path choice model are as follows before simulation begins: 

1. Determine preliminary t(i , j) values for the network where t(i, j) is the antici
pated hindrance time link; 

2. Calculate shortest time path from a destination in the network to all other nodes 
in the network; 

3. Calculate preliminary link likelihoods (e.g., link resistances as opposed to path 
resistances); and 

4. Calculate preliminary link weights. 

The sequential computational steps are as follows during simulation: 

1. When a passenger reaches a node in the station, determine the reasonable links 
emanating from this node by applying a closer-to-destination criterion; 

2. Check for user-specified input percentages applying to either reasonable or un
reasonable links; 

3. Screen the efficient and inefficient links by relevant passenger attributes; 
4. Determine t(i, j) for the next link based on walking times over the next link and 

relative queue lengths; 
5. Calculate link likelihoods over the reasonable links; 
6 . Calculate dynamic link weights; 
7. Calculate transition probabilities by using link weights and, if applicable, user

specified input percentages; and 
8. Repeat steps 2 through 8 for each node traversed by each passenger in the 

network. 

The path-choice algorithm just given models t he nonoptimal behavior of passengers 
within the station. (For example, all passengers do not choose the shortest path from 
their origins to their destinations within the station.) It also models the probability of 
their selecting alternate paths at a decision point within the station. It minimizes the 
user-specified input needed and allows the user the flexibility to specify input percent
ages at nodes in the station network to dive rt passengers on efficient or inefficient paths 
to auxiliary facilities such as phone booths, concessions, rest areas, restaurants, and 
newsstands. 

The path- choice model satisfies 3 functional specifications. First, the model gives 
a nonzero probability of use to all reasonable paths between a given origin and destina
tion, whereas all unreasonable paths have a zero probability use. Second, all reasonable 
paths of equal time have an equal probability of use. Third, when there are 2 or more 
reasonable paths of unequal time, the shorter path has the higher probability of use. 

OUTPUT 

The development of output reports is the end product of the transit station simulation 
model. Output reports can be put into 2 general groups-stationwide statistics and link
node statistics. 

Station Statistics 

Four types of output reports present overall station statistics for various types of 
information. 

1. The output for overall station statistics is a presentation in numerical order of 
basic system operating characteristics by link and node. For a link, the basic output 
is t he maximum number of persons that were in the area associated with the specific 
l ink at any instant, the lowest pedestrian occupancy in the movement area (in sq ft per 
person) at any instant, and the total number of persons that were assigned to the link 
(e.g. , tfie hourly volume) during the simulation period. For a node, the basic output is 
the maximum number of persons in queue at the node at any instant during the simulation 
period, the maximum density of people in the queue area expressed as a percentage of 
the capacity of the queue area, and the total volume through the node. The data for the 
node are presented for both the inbound and the outbound sides of the node. 
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Figure 4. Nomenclature for generation of arrivals. 
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Figure 5. Station time summary. 
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2. To allow the user to easily identify the most critical areas of system use, the 
output reports could be reformatted to print in descending order the density of people 
for both links and nodes. To minimize core storage and computer rwming time, the 
user will need to limit the number of links and nodes on which statistics will be saved. 
This output report will allow the user to identify those links and nodes where saving de
tailed statistics will have some value. 

3. To evaluate the ov a station operation, the user may request suJn.maries of 
overall station walk time, time in queue and total time in the station system. A sample 
of this type of output is shown in Figure 5. 

4. To evaluate station hindrance times by arrival-departure mode, the user can 
specify output as shown in Figure 6. 

Link and Node Statistics 

For selected links and nodes in the system, the user will want specific occupancy and 
hindrance time characteristics. Based on a preliminary evaluation of critical station 
areas, or experience on previous runs, the user will select specific link and node output 
reports for these purposes. The following are types of link and node output reports. 

1. Figure 7 shows an occupancy report for a link in a station. This report summa
rizes the system image at each simulation interval. Activity in the link is frozen every 
10 seconds to show area requirements and the number of persons arriving, departing, 
in movement, competing with the movement, and in queue. The user may find the 
number of persons in queue exceeds that dei::ignated for the queue area. Then, the 
station planner may increase the queue area. · Average values of the statistics during 
the simulation period are also shown. 

2. For each of the output statistics in the occupancy report, the user may request a 
more detailed summary of the characteristics similar to that in Figure 5. 

3. Hindrance time statistics are also available for selected links or nodes. There 
are 3 types of link and node hindrance summaries. First, the user may request a 
summary for a walk time between 2 nodes. Second, the user may request time-in
queue statistics at a particular node. Finally, the user may request statistics for total 
in-system time from 1 node through another node. The user could specify statistics 
for 1 link or a number of links. The format of these reports also would be similar to 
Figure 5. 

Application of Statistical Analyses 

Most of the output reports summarize output values by mean, variance, and confi
dence intervals. Because the values used to calculate the output statistics are generated 
by a stochastic, time-dependent process, the values in the time series will be correlated 
with each other. So, a finite autoregressive technique to represent the autocorrelated 
behavior in the time series must be used. The station simulation model uses the auto
regressive statistical package to generate the following statistics for any series of 
user-specified output values: 

1. The sample mean; 
2. The sample population variance; 
3. The lower confidence point of the confidence interval for the mean; 
4. The sample size used to calculate the mean and variance; and 
5. The upper confidence point of the confidence interval for the mean. 

The output statistics generated by the model when tbe station first starts do not rep
resent stable ope1·a:ting characteristics. Because they depend on the initial condition, 
observations near the beginning of the simulation period do not represent the true pro
cess, and including them in calculating the mean biases the true mean value. But, as 
the number of observations used to calculate the mean becomes large, the bias goes to 
zero because the early observations have less influence on the average. Thus, the 
statistical package used in the model identifies the number of observations, x, that must 
be discarded from the total observations to ensure that the output statistics are not 
biased by the initial conditions. 
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Checkpointing 

The simulation will terminate when 1 of the following conditions is met: 

1. The simulation period ends; 
2. The number of persons outside any queue area exceeds the user's specified limit 

(in percent); and 
3. The occupancy in any movement area is less than the user's specified limit. 

Termination is always considered a checkpoint and the user receives the output sta
tistics specified plus the checkpoint file for preloading the network on a future run. The 
checkpoint file includes card images of user input plus the attribute records of all per
sons in the station at the time the checkpoint occurred. At restart after checkpoint, the 
user has the option of adding, deleting, or changing the input values used on the previous 
run and modifying station loadings for the next run. Checkpoint termination should be 
triggered by situations where simulation of output values exceeds a specified limit that 
reflects an out-of-control situtation rather than by an undesirable level of operation that 
should be allowed to occur to experience a full range of values. For example, the user 
might specify that the program be checkpointed if the number of persons in queue exceeds 
200 percent of the queue space or if the occupancy values in the movement area exceed 
the level of service F. 

fuput 

The bulk of the input data will be coded on 1 of 9 different types of input cards. fu 
many cases, however, the user may use only 5 or 6 of these cards. The 9 types of 
input cards are as follows. 

Distribution fuput Card-When it is necessary or desirable to specify a distribution 
for use in generating numerical values in the program, the user will specify either the 
parameters of a theoretical distribution or the x and y points of an empirical distribu
tion. 

Device fuput Card-The user may wish to specify input data for 1 form of device, 
such as an escalator, and use the same input data each time that device is specified. 
This card would be particularly valuable for minimizing the amount of input required 
where nodes representing queuing devices have the same characteristics. 

Node Data Card-For each node in the station, the user must specify node charac
teristics including identification number, type of device, and queue characteristics. 

Link Data Card-For each link in the station, the user will specify link identifica
tion, link length, movement area, capability to accept handicapped persons, and other 
pertinent data. 

Shared Area Card-Where links and nodes share the same area (overlapping move
ment or queue areas), the user must specify these interrelationships. This would be 
used primarily in the platform area, and, because of the impact on computer running 
times, the user would limit the number of shared areas to an absolute minimum. 

Arrival-Departure Node Data Card-For each node that represents a point where 
passengers are generated and removed from the systems, data describing the arrival 
process must be specified and include 0-D zone number, type of distribution of arrivals, 
and characteristics of the door where the arrivals occur. 

Elevator fuput Card-Specific data is required for a link that describes an elevator. 
The user must specify headways, link lengths, and door opening times. 

0-D Input Card-An 0-D table by 0-D zone is required. 
Output Report Generator Card-For the user to generate data on selected links or 

nodes, the links or nodes on which reports are desired must be specified. 

How USS Is Used 

To start, the user would review the Program Write-Up and User's Guide supplied 
with the USS package, which will provide all the information that the user requires to 
use the program. After reviewing the guide, the user would run the sample problem 
that is part of the computer code. Although the sample problem includes only a small 
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Figure 7. Link occupancy report. 
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network, it would familarize the user with the basic capabilities and options of the 
program. The user then would be ready to select an actual station layout for evaluation. 
Initially he or she probably would select a simple layout or a portion of a layout for 
testing to become more familiar with the package. 

The first step in evaluating the layout would be to convert the layout into links, nodes, 
and areas. This begins when the user lays out paths that people follow and queuing 
areas that they use in the station. The user would consolidate areas of conflicting move
ment into shared areas, locate nodes where paths intersect or areas come together, 
connect the nodes with links, determine movement areas and other link and node statis
tics, and designate queue areas. This process is shown in Figure 8. 

The user then would prepare the input cards for the program. At first, the user 
would want to code only a minimum of data to keep running time short and the problem 
simple. The program includes default values for all but the basic network description. 
The minimum input includes the following: 

1. A parameter card listing the number of links and nodes in the station network and 
the number of 0-D zones; 

2. An 0-D table (number of persons from inbound node x to outbound node y); 
3. A node card for each of the nodes in the network with the mean service time, 

(e.g., 2.5 seconds per person for a doorway) and the designated queue area {sq ft per 
person); 

4. A link card for each of the links in the network with the link length and the move
ment area; and 

5. An 0-D node card for each 0-D zone in the network with the node identification 
number, the 0-D zone number that corresponds to this node in the 0-D table, the 
minimum door-open and door-open-extension time, and, if the node represents a vehi
cle loading bay, the vehicle arrival pattern expressed as a mean headway (e.g., 15 min 
between vehicles) or a distribution of headways. 

With this minimum input the user would run the program. At the termination of a 
typical run, a checkpoint file would be created for preloading the network on the next 
run. The user then would add, delete, or change input values to modify the network or 
its characteristics. As the user became more familiar with the package he or she could 
change distributions supplied by the program, use device input cards, create more 
shared areas, and select more detailed output. 

SUMMARY 

USS can be used in evaluating proposed transit station layouts. Although it will re
quire additional testing and calibration to integrate USS into the transit station design 
process, it is clear that it will significantly increase the identifying of potential opera
tional problems on the drawing board. 
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